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 To Burn a Book  

 

by Tom Trusky

Part 1

It isn’t easy. And (pick-your-deity) knows I’ve tried. 

My current example is Life in the Upper Country: The Diary of Evelyn E. Amos (1914-2003). Were one writing a serious

monograph about the creation and survival of a remarkable book, in this instance, an authentic, colorfully detailed,

no-nonsense yet eloquent and vivid to the point of poetry, intermittent (almost decade-long), hand-writ (later manual

machine-typed) journal kept over half a century ago by a backcountry Idaho ranchwoman, one might well consider Amos’

work as illustration par excellence. 

Amos’ diary of life without electricity, indoor plumbing, or paved roads eight miles from Sweet on the way to Ola, Idaho,

began its life in 1948 in pencil and pen on the less-than-archival surfaces of Kraft paper bags, the backs of Emmett,

Idaho’s “Ideal” movie theater bulk mail flyers, and used, split-open billing envelopes.  Found materials—the sort Outsider,

self-taught and presumed deaf and/or autistic Idaho artist/bookmaker James Castle (1899-1977) used in works created 43

miles east of Amos, in Garden Valley, circa 1910-1924.

Photographs clockwise from top left: Evelyn and Clark Amos; The Amos spread; Evelyn Amos with other offspring raised at the

ranch; Dan, Artell (John), Ginger (the dog), Evelyn and Jim Amos at the ranch; Squaw Creek/valley panorama (circa 1948); Evelyn in

her garden. Photographs throughout this article courtesy of Evelyn Amos and Special Collections, Albertsons Library, Boise State

University.

Amos explains her creation’s origin in her book’s 1988 “Epilogue,” composed at my request some thirty years after she and

her husband had given up the family farm whose history her diary chronicles:

We allowed an older couple with their son and daughter-in-law to move into our ranch house on Squaw

Creek [in the mid-1950s].

One day my brother Everett, who lived north of Sweet, telephoned to tell us that a fire was raging up at our

ranch. We jumped into the car (with wet burlap sacks) and drove the 35 miles [from Emmett]. But when we

arrived, all the buildings and trees were burning—no way could we save anything. The old-fashioned cook
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stove and many other antiques were gone. A fire of unknown origin had swept up around the bend in the

creek toward the buildings. The men renters had gone fishing and the women were so scared they jumped

into their car and raced away.

Later we sold the ranch to another cattleman who uses all the ground for cattle grazing.

Around 1970, I decided to get all the scraps of paper together on which I had written a few ranch

happenings when I had time (thank goodness I hadn't left them to get burned up) and compose an

organized log book—sort of a sequel to a letter of mine that Reader’s Digest had printed before we moved

to the ranch so long ago—in it I had given nostalgic reasons we were taking the boys back to the farm. So

many readers had written nice letters to me, complimenting our decision.  I thought they might like to

know how the venture turned out.

Transforming paper bags and envelopes, scrap papers and bulk mail material into stationery, Amos began listing memorable events

in 1948.  Her modern pioneer diary, however, is  not a day-by-day record for three reasons:  some days  Amos did not have an

opportunity to dawdle with pen-in-hand—a pig was dying or giving birth to a dozen piglets, an irrigation pipe was plugged, or hay

needed baling.  Other times, when there was time to dally with her diary, there had been no events worthy of recording—or Amos

was too fatigued to lift either pen or pencil. Shown are some of stationeries Amos employed (clockwise from top left): Kraft paper

bag; recto of 1956 Emmett Drive-In bulk mail flyer; verso of same 1956 Emmett Drive-In bulk mail flyer; recto/verso of cancelled

(1955)/split envelope; recto of 1954 Ideal Theater bulk mail flyer. Facsimiles of these pages have been tipped in to the artists’ book

edition of the diary published in 1990.

By the mid-1970’s Amos had typed all of her opus (portions, we know, had been typed earlier, for Amos tells us she is at

her typewriter in a December 26, 1954 diary entry).   She apparently made no attempt to publish her work, however, until

she read of my publishing The Literature of Idaho by Dr. James H. Maguire in 1986 and my calling for manuscripts from

authors of works related to life in the Inter-Mountain West.  In September 1987, Amos wrote, asking if the Hemingway

Western Studies Series would be interested in considering her diary for publication. 

In October I received Amos’ cover letter and an almost-ream-thick typescript, whose first chapter I hastily perused. I was

less than impressed.  The chapter struck me as sentimental, nostalgic, as authentic as Western Idaho Fair “cowboy”

portraits, those costumed, sepia-toned, photographic frauds for which recently arrived refugees from Anaheim, Brooklyn,

and Costa Mesa pose and pay good money before beelining to the pronto pup and chorizo stands.

I forwarded the hefty typescript to a member of the series editorial board, an Art professor reputedly as heartless as I. 

Within a week, the typescript came back with a note explaining that she had only been able to get through the first chapter,

a note which ended with one word:  “Ixnay.” The issue settled, I prepared to return Evelyn E. her manuscript, only to

realize it would reach her in Emmett just as she or husband Clark or one of their three strapping sons were set to carve a

turkey.  I decided to hold off and wait until mid-December to return the work, when the Amos clan was reduced to turkey

sandwiches, turkey a la king and turkey jerky.

My soft-hearted decision precipitated the predicament titling this essay.

Over Thanksgiving vacation it suddenly struck me that neither my colleague nor I had read any of Amos’ fifty-year-old

diary. Instead, both of us had struggled through a recently-written introductory chapter.  Bemused by this realization, I
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picked up the typescript, reluctantly willing (as we once were wont to say) to give the old girl another try—or at least

hoping ancient Amos prose might be an antidote to the nap-inducing effects of my L-tryptophan-laden dinner. 

At random, late afternoon on Thanksgiving Day, I flipped to a 1952 entry:

April 12                       Chinee

While we were feeding hay at the Lower Place yesterday, we thought we could see a cow lying in a boggy

spot below a spring on the hill west. Clark rode up and found it to be a young Holstein cow that I had

named Chinee because black and white markings resembling Chinese writing streaked on her face. She

was lying in the mud, too weak to get up. Clark pulled her around onto more solid ground with her head

uphill until she managed to pull herself onto her feet. As it was too far to drive her back to the barn in her

weakened condition, he left her to graze on the few wisps of green grass coming through.

I sat on the leeward side of the old rickety barn, where I could watch him while he rode back to get her this

morning. He rode up around an immense fresh dirt slide, and started the cow back the same way. But she

was bound to take a short cut back across the dirt slide and he couldn't stop her. I held my breath! I

suppose rock and earth slides that have stabilized are safe, but these looked as though they might start

sliding again at any moment.

Chinee was about two-thirds of the way across when her foot slipped in the softened soil, and down she

rolled, over and over and over, finally stopping about forty-five feet from the creek which was the foot of

the slide.  Clark was leaping down after her, and I started on the run to help him. When I got there, he was

holding onto her tail to keep her from rolling again, but he couldn't get her up. The trouble was that we had

raised her at the barn—what we call a bucket calf—and she was too gentle to be afraid of our threats and

too weak to want to get up.

We considered tying a rope to the saddle horse and trying to drag her out, but decided against it, as the

mountain was so steep and the footage so soft in the slide, that we might also lose the horse. After more

deliberation, we let her slip on down into the creek, hoping that when her feet hit solid rock she would

stand up and wade along the edge of the water until she could find a way out. Instead of that, the water

swept her down the creek! She bobbed slowly up and down, swimming just enough to bring her ashore on

the other side several rods downstream. She landed on her feet, but there were bushes all around her, and

instead of trying to find a way out, she just stood there looking back at us, as though to say, "Well, aren't

you coming to get me out?"

The water was too high to take a chance on riding the horse across, so when we arrived back at the

house, Clark, hoping to drag her out with the horse and lariat, crossed above the barn and rode the two

miles back down on the other side of the creek. But when he got there, she was gone, evidently washed

away down the canyon.

Here, the entry ended.  I was still awake, sepia drained from my veins. 

Where were the initial chapter’s Disneyesque touches, the golden afterglow of happy-ever-afters, the Amos boys finding

little Chinee downstream, sopping but safe, leading her back to the barn, wreathed with roses whilst an anachronistic

Hannah Montana tune garlanded all? I flipped a few days forward:

As Clark was going to drive ten miles up the valley to do a few hours welding for a neighbor, I decided to

ride along to visit with the neighbor's wife, take her some early green onions, and find if she was ready for

the raspberry plants I have been saving for her. However, my visit was cancelled when on the road we met

the neighbor, who told us that his wife was attending a textile painting class at another neighbor's home.

I decided to visit the class. Eight ranch women were sitting around tables, busily tracing patterns, blending

colors, and painting flowers on pillow cases. All but three of these women have small children. I listened

to them talking about how each had spent the morning—they had helped to drive cattle, or clean the

chicken house, or plant garden, or drive the school bus—this I knew was in addition to all of their regular

house work, outdoor chores, getting the children off to school, and preparing the noon meal.

What determination, thought I, to learn this work of beauty, when it would have been so much easier to

have taken a nap in the afternoon with the babies. This was their third lesson—one lesson a week—seven

more weeks to go, right at the busiest season.

Back at work the next week (Chinee not spotted), I took Amos’ manuscript back to the Art professor, explaining I’d

re-reviewed it, skipping the first chapter, and was hoping she would do ditto.  Her thumbs-up arrived within that week. The

Hemingway Series editorial board, however, was not so agreeable. The board reasoned, following publication of Maguire’s

impressive, xenophobic (all-Idaho) anthology, that it would be best to publish an impressive, illustrated work by J. R. Jones,
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Preserving the Game in the Vanishing West, next and put Amos’ indigenous (Gem county, Idaho) memoir on the back

biblio burner.

I decided to proceed with publication (Amos-willing) and somehow bring her book out under a different imprint, namely

cold-drill books, the quasi-mythological but certainly unfunded publishing arm of the literary magazine I had created. 

Thankfully, Amos was amenable to this switch. Publication of the diary via cold-drill was fraught with the usual

impediments faced by any penniless publisher in the Gem or any state.  I prevailed on a Boise State University secretary

who loved the diary to turn Amos’ typescript—littered with my illegible editings—into a Microsoft Office Word document on

her lunch hours.  Salary?  Comp copy. 

How to fund publication?  Providentially, Idaho’s centenary was at hand and the natives were restless, eager to part with

their hard-earned dollars for anything with “Gem State” embossed, decaled, or decoupaged on it. My publication strategy

revolved around this realization and was two-fold: 

First:  I had long-wanted to design a casebound (hardback) artist’s book, even though one of my Ten Commandments was

that artists’ books could be more than expensive, limited, so-called “fine print” (letterpress), casebound editions—they

could be cheap, offset / Xeroxed / silkscreened, yea even hectographed multiples for the masses. Perfectbound—saddle-

stitched, even. 

Second:  Perhaps I could create a limited edition casebound book, printing it offset but dolling it up to look letterpress-like

and charging the rich arm and leg to cover the expenses of producing it—and a paperback edition for the masses. 

(A Third-fold involved piggy-backing both editions with a copy of cold-drill Magazine but the basic two-fold chicanery

outlined above applied to this subsidiary plot, too)

How to trick-out a casebound edition, then? I reasoned the hardback could be numbered and signed.  Members Only,

gated communities, flying first class—Wealth loves exclusivity (and autographs?). And the book could include artifacts like,

like what? 

Snow, for instance.  Amos wrote frequently and extensively about snow.  She loved and hated the white precipitation that

so affected their Upper Country lives.  I had read that scientists had created a medium to capture snowflakes—a liquid

chemical on whose surface a flake would fall, face-first, imprinting on the liquid its supposedly unique portrait.  Using the

hardened chemical as a mold, I would cast little snowflake replicas from Upper Country originals trapped on-site,

midwinter.  This plot was to be effected with the assistance of a Geology professor and good friend whose specialty was

glaciation.  He was as excited about this adventure as was I until he learned the chemical involved was highly

carcinogenic. Instead, one of my student cold-drill Magazine editors suggested she produce 50 lace snowflakes for the

limited edition, a suggestion which provided some—if not complete--solace.

Another artifact?  Lupine.  Amos’ favorite flower—collected on-site, pressed and dried (yours truly having been an

undergraduate Botany major). 

Photographs, clockwise from top left: Perfectbound paperback edition (1990) of the Amos diary; Stand-in Amos ranch snowflake

candidates  (lace samples  created by Kay E. Collins); Pressed and dried lupine collected from the Amos  homestead in 1989;
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Casebound edition, opened, with loose, inserted, facsimile artifact (one of five family photographs); Casebound, limited, artists’ book

edition (1990) of  Life in the Upper Country; Casebound edition,  opened, with tipped-in facsimile artifact  (drive-in theater  flyer);

Casebound edition, opened, with embedded artifacts.

Using projected sales as cash, I was able to convince our university Printing & Graphics Department to help design the

diary’s textblock and covers for both offset-printed editions, retain southwestern Idaho’s (then) sole handmade bookbinder,

Al Bond, to design and casebind fifty artists’ book copies, while 450 copies would be perfectbound (and color cover

printed) by a Mid-Western short-run house that could be stalled until sales receipts arrived.

Both editions sold out in 1990, paying for themselves and a second paperback edition two years later.  By spring of 2009,

nearly twenty years later, only four copies of the second edition remained, which led us to conclude the

handwritten/manually typed/keyboarded diary of survival in Idaho should not go out of print.  Instead, it should be digitized.

More accurately, Kindled.

 

Part  2

In “Family History,” the introduction to her diary, Evelyn Amos explains why she and her husband chose to leave

“civilization” for the wilds of Idaho.

Clark and I were in the same grade at Montour [Idaho] High School and graduated during the Great

Depression. Two years later, in 1934, we were married in Sweet.

We lived on several different ranches in southern Idaho, but times being so hard, Clark had to go to work

in the timber industry—logging, sawmill, truck repair, electric shop, maintenance superintendent.

We were living in a logging camp in northern California when we decided to return to Squaw Creek in

August of 1948.

By this time we had three sons: Artell John, age 11 (referred to as Johnny because that is what his father

calls him); Daniel, age 9; and Jimmy, age 7.

We wanted them to grow up in the wholesome atmosphere of the country, where they could have room for

pets of their own, ride horses, and learn about the beauty of the wild out-of-doors.

Photographs, clockwise from left: Artell (John) with Brandy in the mid-1950s and "slopping" his prize 4-H Berkshires (2 images); Jim,

quenching his horses.

A return home to a healthy lifestyle, to Trigger, Black Beauty, Flicka or Silver—none of these motives explained my mania

to return to the Amos diary and make it available on Amazon’s Kindle. The university’s Printing & Graphics digital archives

seldom hold files over fifteen years old, and the nineteen year-old files I sought could not be located. Then I recalled I had

donated all my Amos material to the Idaho Writers Archive in Albertsons Library’s Special Collections.  I had taken

particular pride in this donation because after months of pleading I finally had been able to convince Amos to donate some

of the found papers on which she jotted outlines and paragraphs for what would become her “organized log book” (Evelyn
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had been extremely reluctant to reveal the type of papers on which she had begun her diary. “They’re not nice stationery,”

she kept protesting).

A cursory review of Special Collections Amos material produced no disk, however.  This meant the work would have to be

keyboarded anew, edited again, then stored before being formatted for uploading on Kindle.  Enter Impedimenta: the

benevolent keyboarding secretary who had prepared the original floppy with the diary on it had retired. 

Before I had a chance to seriously consider following Chinee’s lead down Squaw Creek, the head of Special Collections

called in early September 2009 to report they had located a small box of yet-to-be-filed Amos material and, in it, a floppy

disk labeled “Amos Diary”!  Equally exhilarating: Special Collections possessed two geriatric computers capable of reading

“small floppies” and at that very moment an awestruck Special Collections staff was huddled around one of these

machines reading the diary on-screen.

I raced to Special Collections.  There, glowing on-screen in the difficult-to-read-for-anyone-raised-to-read-type-in-the-pre-

Gates-era, was Amos’ diary, lost for almost twenty years but preserved on disk in climate-controlled, secure conditions in

the library’s university archives! Had I been able to cradle that monitor in my hands, would I have recalled Idaho-born Ezra

Pound’s famed pronouncement, “The book should be a ball of light in one’s hand”?  Better, would I have manhandled the

keyboard and rudely tapped out a “Save As” command?

I wasn’t and I didn’t. Rather, at that moment we all agreed upon a brilliantly bad idea whose disastrous logic went like this:

The disk now belonged to Special Collections.1.

I would need to send a copy of the file to our web mistress who would, in turn, upload it and do all the other cyber

dirty work necessary to Kindle it. I could try to email the file as an attachment or send it to her on a CD (compact

disc). 

2.

We chose the fateful CD option.3.

Unfortunately, the machine the disk was on did not have the capability to burn a disk; however, its nearby brethren

antique did. 

4.

Swiftly, we removed the disk and an intern sprinted for a blank CD whilst we inserted the floppy in the second computer,

watching as the screen beeped, glowed, then displayed a small message informing us the disk was damaged and could

not be read.

Undeterred, we decided emailing was a better strategy.  Inasmuch as the second computer was not hooked up to Google

Mail, we retrieved the floppy, inserted it back in Antique #1 and watched in silent horror as the same template reappeared.

Without warning, images of the still-quite-legible 4,000+ year-old cuneiform clay tablets in Archives at the College of Idaho,

BYU-Idaho’s McKay Library, the Idaho State Historical Society Public Archives and Research Library, and the University of

Idaho’s Archives flashed before my eyes….

Next day, I carried the little, blue, damaged disk to Academic Technologies, a unit on campus which a year or two ago had

successfully retrieved photographs from a recalcitrant CD for me.  Though the obliging AT technician had a machine which

could read floppies, my disk’s outer, initializing ring, he regretfully informed me, had decayed.  He was unable to gain

entrance to the text within.  All was not lost, however.  He suggested I take the disk to campus Office of Information

Technology (OIT).  He believed they might have software that could restore data.

After explaining the situation to a sympathetic OIT’er, I left my disk behind and walked back across campus to my office. 

When I returned, I found a voicemail message informing me OIT had found a program that allowed them access to my disk.

They had successfully copied it to disk and I might retrieve both at my convenience—at no charge! Back in my office,

floppy in-hand, new CD in my computer, I watched a screen fill with an endless, scrolling shatter, a splay of glowing, spilled

alphabet soup. The floppy’s guts were as corrupted as its outer ring. 
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Photograph: 1990 floppy disk containing the decayed Word.doc text of the first edition of Life in the Upper Country; also shown:  the

“restored”/OIT CD copy of the floppy.

For two weeks I sulked, plotted and pondered.  The English department at Boise State could not supply a work/study

student for the project.  The deadline had passed for me to concoct an internship that might have attracted a fast-fingered,

academic-credit-seeking student.  Then I recalled some cyber sleight-of-hand of mine when writing a recent article about

Carl Maria Seyppel, an amazing (and completely unknown) German book artist.  I’d found one online article that mentioned

Seyppel—a  PDF—and desperately wanted to quote an extended passage.  But who types out extended passages, these

days of cut and paste? Somehow, after a morning of trial-and-error, hit-and-run, I managed to highlight the text I wanted,

then cut and paste it into my Word document. 

Of course, Amos now lived only in hard copy. Four paperbacks.  But I knew everyone under the age of eighteen—and our

department secretaries—knew how to scan a print document and transform it into a PDF, even if I did not.  Could I not then

go Neo-Nazi on Amos and convert her PDF to Word, as I somehow had with Seyppel?

One of the remaining second edition Amoses would have to be sacrificed to scan it, page after page.  Before taking that

radical, spine-snapping step, I suggested to Crystal, our departmental secretary, that she test drive the idea and scan only

one spread (two pages of facing text) to see if my Polish digital alchemizing would produce pyrites or real gold. A short time

later, Crystal emailed me.  She had scanned the spread, made a PDF, cut and pasted it and declared I might read the

result in the attached Word document!

There they were.  Or 98% verbatim of the two pages in lovely twelve-point Times Roman. Our economy-model scanner

had had some troubles.  Globe Gothic (text) and Carmine Tango (chapter heads), the slightly antiquated fonts I had

selected for the diary, had text capital A’s and H’s and all chapter titles beyond the scanner’s ken—and there were some

comma/period confusions.  But these were small Russet Burbanks, indeed.  And best of all: Crystal had shanghaied two

student lab monitors and told them to begin scanning, PDFing, and cutting/pasting the entire diary into a Word document!

It should have been a Wednesday, that day traditionally characterized by woe, when the shanghaiees emailed me the first

diary chapter they had fashioned into Word. Whenever it was, it was with great and undeserved pride—pride deserving of

a fall—that I opened their attachment.  So excited was I, having labored at Kindling for over six months, that I ignored their

yadda-yadda that prefaced the attachment.  I went straight for the download.

Campbell’s again.  Alphabet soup, again.

The students’ yaddas, when finally reviewed, however, were clear.  They had spent hours, they explained, carefully

positioning the book on the scanner, calibrating and recalibrating it, then creating PDF after PDF—all to no avail.  Gem

county country had been translated to page after page of gobbledygook. Such incompetence could not be dealt with

virtually.  Flushed, angry and frustrated, I headed for the student lab and there accosted the apologetic duo. 

“How could Crystal manage to scan two pages and send me an almost-perfect Word doc?”

The duo explained they had no answer and, in a harmony reminiscent of the early Beach Boys, they recounted the

professional procedures they had assiduously followed to produce failure.
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Then Brian Wilson stopped. “You know,” he mused aloud, “Crystal didn’t scan the book.”

“Didn’t scan the book?  Of course she did,” I corrected.  “You have the book I gave her right there” (dear readers are to

imagine the pointy-finger gesture accompanying that outburst).

Female Beach Boy stammered, “No, no, she didn’t,” and turned to pick up Copy Number 4. “You see,” she said, pulling out

a single sheet of white paper stuck in the volume, “she Xeroxed the spread to avoid breaking the spine.”

“She scanned the Xerox,” Brian explained.

“We scanned the book,” explained the stammerer.

At this point, aesthetes will perhaps appreciate learning of the care taken when fonts and papers were selected for the first

two editions of the Amos diary.  A veritable confederacy of opinions (identified in the book’s lengthy colophon, fashioned to

impress the wealthy) had finally concurred that type for Amos had to have a slightly-’40s, bucolic noir-y look.  Likewise, we

agreed we needed neither a blindingly white text paper nor a medieval parchment look-alike.  Instead, we chose 60#

acid-free Natural Text, a paper of the palest ivory tint.  What Sherwin-Williams might label “Adolescent Elephant Tusk.” 

Whatever Whiter Shade of Pale it was, it was—in apparent concert with the type selected—enough to stymie our scanner. 

Photograph: Evelyn and Clark Amos, Emmett,  Idaho (1990).  Photo by Katherine Jones,  courtesy Idaho Statesman/Albertsons

Library Special Collections.

The rest of that afternoon I spent Xeroxing the entirety of Copy 4.  Within the week, the Beach Boys provided the

long-sought-and-uploadable Word document that enables you to join Evelyn and scan your screen to see the scene her

picture window framed fifty-five years ago:

This is, needless to say, no beautiful picture window decorated with frilly curtains or rich drapes or potted

plants, but is, rather, two small-paned windows sitting side-by-side with nothing to veil the view toward the

south.

Two dry-grown locust trees, trunks tinted with yellowish-green moss, stand at the edge of the yard on a

carpet of soft, unsoiled snow. From their rough, dark limbs hang clusters of brown seed pods and

snow-frosted birds' nests. Round puffs of snow sit on hollyhock seed pods where bright pink and red

petals once flared in tiers in the summer sun. This season's hues are more mellow—pale yellow dry

grasses, russet syringa bushes.

Snow birds are flicking white, powdery bits from the brushy limbs of the thorn trees where they restlessly

alight for a moment. Yearling, white-face calves drink fresh water from the tank on the other side of the

snow-capped pole fence, while hopping and flying here and there, seeking possible scraps of food, are

glistening, black and white, long-tailed magpies.

Beyond the trees, the rocky crags high up on the mountain stand out black above the speckled yellow,

gray, and white of dry grass, buck brush, and snow. Not a trace of smoke, fog, or wind in the branches: yet

over it all, swiftly floating, white, cumulus clouds, breaking more and more to let patches of deep blue sky

show through.
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Note: The Kindle edition of Life in the Upper Country is now available at: http://www.amazon.com/Life-Upper-Country-

Diary-Evelyn/dp/B002R8LF0C/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&s=digital-text&qid=1255585843&sr=1-1

 

Tom Trusky is Director of the Hemingway Western Studies Center, Head of the Idaho Film Collection and Professor of

English at Boise State University. His recent book, James Castle: His Life & Art, is reviewed in this issue of The Idaho

Librarian.

The Idaho Librarian is a publication of the Idaho Library Association.
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 Making Your Library More Delic ious  

 

by Ellie Dworak 

Sometimes there are too many new words floating around. And sometimes, the same old words have new, perplexing 

meanings. So it is with “social bookmarking” and “delicious.” I thought I had the bookmarking thing down—I save things 

that I like so that I can get back to them again, right? And I know what it means to be social—that’s what I do on Saturday 

night after I’ve recovered from the work week. But what are the two of them put together? And what is this thing called 

“Delicious?” This column will cover those topics and give you a toolkit for learning more.

Social bookmarking? Why? 

So what is this thing that we call social bookmarking? 

Traditionally, bookmarks have been browser-based, which means that you have to be sitting at your own computer to get 

to them. Social bookmarking sites such as del.icio.us are web-based, so you aren’t tied to a particular computer. With 

Delicious you set up an account on a website (sort of like an email account) and then log in anytime, from anywhere, to 

get to your bookmarks. Here’s a picture.
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You can see in the above screen shot that each of my bookmarks takes up one line and that I have about ten pages of 

links. I can also search my links (see the search box in the top right corner) or browse through them using the tags (along 

the right hand side of the page) that I assigned. We’ll talk about tags a little later. 

I find the fact that I can get to my Delicious bookmarks (and save new ones) from anywhere to be incredibly useful as a 

librarian, because I do my work at several locations (my office, the reference desk, a library classroom, and home, the 

occasional conference venue, etc.). But what makes social bookmarks social is the fact that these bookmarks are shared. 

If I love, for instance, hot springs in Idaho, I can find other Idaho hot springs websites by browsing the links of other 

Delicious users. 

How does that work? There are several ways. First, I can use that search box. When I search my bookmarks, I 

automatically search the bookmarks of other users. Second, when I browse my tags, I can see other people’s bookmarks 

with the same tags. Finally, I can use serendipity—if I bookmark something, I can see who else has it bookmarked, and 

then see what that user also has bookmarked. If I find somebody who has a lot of cool bookmarks, I can subscribe to an 

RSS feed of their bookmarks or add the person to my network. Let’s take a look. 

 

In this example, I’ve done a Delicious search on “dogs.” I could have been more specific, of course, because you can see 

(in rather small type on the blue bar that says "Everybody's bookmarks") that I got a lot of results. One of them is mine, 

and 93,781 of them belong to other people. Each of these divided areas on the page is the title of a website (with the link 

to get to it), the number of people who have that website bookmarked (in blue, on the right) and the tags associated with it 

(in grey, under the number). I can click on any one of these items to continue exploring—if I click on the tags, I’ll find more 

websites with that tag. If I click on the number of people, I’ll find a list of users that I can explore to see more websites 

they’ve bookmarked. Et cetera. It’s a lot of fun, actually!
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“But wait,” some of you might be thinking “that’s OK when you’re talking about dogs, but what about privacy? Do you really 

want people to know who your doctor is?” Not to worry, whenever I save a link, I can always select the “Mark as Private” 

box so that it’s a private bookmark. Here’s what the “save” box looks like, by the way. 

 

This image shows something else that I really love about Delicious—that I can add notes to my bookmarks. So if I want to 

remember why I’m bookmarking something (or I want others to have more information), I can type something into that box. 

Tags, Tags, Tags  

Tags have come up a few times in this column, and I want to spend a bit of time talking about them. You’ve probably run 

into tags in a few places: if not with Delicious, then somewhere else such as Flickr, Library Thing, or Worldcat Local. As 

you probably know, tags are just free text key words that users can assign to an item (in the case of Delicious, a 

bookmark). Because tags are not controlled vocabulary, they are less reliable than, say, Library of Congress Subject 

Headings or Dewey Decimal Classifications. I can’t be sure that if I use the tag “dog training,” for instance, I will find all 

other bookmarks on this topic, because somebody else might have used “dog trainers” or even “canine trainers,” or 

something else I haven’t thought of.  However, tags are also more flexible than official cataloging systems, because they 

are individualized. I can tag a bookmark with words that are meaningful to me, not just with headings that describe what 

the site is actually about. Further, unlike traditional bookmarks, where I can create folders and sub-folders, I can give each 

bookmark as many tags as I wish. 

Here’s an example: 
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In the above list of five bookmarks, you can see that all of them are tagged with the word “tools”  (the tag is a darker grey 

because it’s the tag I searched for). But these bookmarks also have some other tags, showing that tags don’t limit my 

organization system in the way that folders do. Tags are like magic folders that allow the same item to be in several of 

them at once!

Delicious is great for storing your personal bookmarks and discovering new ones, but it can also be used as a tool for 

sharing bookmarks with library patrons. For example, you could use Delicious to create readers advisory lists, with links to 

the catalog record. Or you could create lists of resources on a topic (such as job hunting, or genealogy research).  

Because Delicious is easy to use and free, it can liberate your subject experts from having to learn web coding skills or 

rely on those who have them.

To get started, go to www.delicious.com and set up a free account. Then start to bookmark things, browse other 

bookmarks, and have fun! Want more information? The toolkit below lists a number of useful resources. 

Your Delicious Toolkit  

Bookmarks inSuggest  

http://bookmarks.insuggest.com/  

Suggests bookmarks based on the ones you already have. 

Delicious Libraries  

http://angelacw.wordpress.com/2007/06/04/delicious-libraries/  

This is a regularly updated list of libraries using Delicious, as well as a quick overview of the possibilities.

Library Subject Guides Using Delicious  

http://www.swissarmylibrarian.net/2007/07/28/library-subject-guides-using-delicious  

This guide shows you how to make dynamic subject guides using Delicious. 

Look Up a URL  

http://delicious.com/url/  

Enter any URL and see who has bookmarked the site, and when.

SPLAT Introduction to Tagging  

http://splat.lili.org/splat101x/tagging  

Our friends at the Special Projects Library Action Team have provided a great guide, with lots of visuals, to tagging. 

Includes Delicious and several other tag-oriented web tools. 

 

Ellie Dworak is the Reference Services Coordinator at Boise State University. She moved to Boise a year ago from San 

Diego State University, where she managed a 1000+ page Web presence and other library automation projects. As a 

public services librarian, she is an advocate for usable, accessible online tools.

 

 

The Idaho Librarian is a publication of the Idaho Library Association.
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Assess,  Improve ,  and Share: Using LibQUAL+TM to Provide

a Qu ick and Easy Assessment for Accreditors,

Administrators,  and Users

 

 

by Eric Forte

Abstract

Assessment in academic libraries is more important than ever as we strive to satisfy users, administrators and accreditation

agencies, and present data to inform ongoing and future strategic directions. LibQUAL+
TM

 yields a substantive set of

quantitative and qualitative data that is relatively fast and easy to analyze, and is especially useful when significant  skills

and time to conduct meaningful assessment may not be present, such as in smaller academic libraries. Communicating the

results and responses of assessment to stakeholders is a vital aspect of assessment and may in itself be indicative of the

likelihood to enact positive change based on the data. This article surveys the landscape of LibQUAL+
TM

 users’ results

reporting and describes a specific strategy to quickly summarize  data and articulate results and responses to

stakeholders. 

Introduction

A culture of assessment is becoming ingrained in academic libraries of all sizes (Lakos and Phipps 2004). Whether

satisfying our users, administrators, or accreditation agencies, libraries are rightly investing in tools to measure, analyze,

and communicate user feedback in order to improve our operations in a fast-changing library culture.

Yet academic libraries—especially smaller ones—may not have staff versed in either qualitative or quantitative assessment

measures. Further, obtaining this expertise can be time-consuming and costly, and especially difficult to nurture in smaller

academic libraries with little flexibility in job duties. This is where LibQUAL+
TM

 is remarkably useful.  With a relatively small

investment of time and money, libraries of all sizes can gather substantive quantitative and qualitative data, and with

minimal data analysis expertise, interpret that data, act on the data to make improvements, and report on the resulting

assessment and improvement process easily and effectively.

This article aims to lay out a quick, effective, and meaningful assessment and reporting strategy for academic libraries of

all sizes using LibQUAL+
TM

, and suggests that writing and sharing the public report may be a key indicator of positive

outcomes to the assessment process.

Background and Literature Review

Assessment in Libraries

There are many established and emerging methods of assessment in libraries and of library services, most of them

well-documented.  We can analyze local data on library use, such as circulation and reference statistics; conduct surveys;

conduct focus groups or interviews; appoint student and/or faculty advisory panels; capture complaints and other

feedback; conduct usability and wayfinding tests; or conduct various observational, anthropological, and ethnographic

research
1
.  

Stein (2008) summarizes nine different evaluative methods, discussing pros and cons, as well as the effort, expertise, and
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impact involved in each method. A simpler overview of assessment methods used in libraries is presented in Alemna

(1999). For further resources about assessment in libraries, see Wright's (2007) broad-ranging assessment

bibliography. Meanwhile, Radford’s (2008) volume summarizes library research on all topics, from services to collections

and assessment. Understanding these broader trends is a vital precursor to understanding and interpreting the local

manifestations and variations of these trends as learned via LibQUAL+
TM

.

Ideally, a library might utilize all nine methods as part of their assessment efforts. Yet for the majority of academic libraries

this would require an often unrealistic—and unavailable—commitment of time and resources.

LibQUAL+TM

LibQUAL+
TM

 is a standardized survey of user experiences with library services. It is a "total market survey": it assesses

users’ perceptions of nearly all aspects of the library, and returns both quantitative and qualitative results, all via a single

assessment tool. Developed and administered under the auspices of the Association of Research Libraries (ARL), it has

been used at over one thousand libraries and provides detailed data on user perceptions and desires about their library
2
.  

LibQUAL+
TM

 is made richer by its use of gap analysis. Users don’t simply rate their satisfaction with a particular library

service factor, they also offer a measure of each factor’s value. So, for instance, not only might a library find out that users

are dissatisfied with some service—say, group spaces, or journal collections—they can also see which services are most

important to users, and prioritize responses accordingly.

A nice summary of the origins and nature of LibQUAL+
TM

 from its founders can be reviewed in Cook (2001).  Saunders

(2007) offers a very useful current assessment of LibQUAL+
TM

 , looking back over its first six years and offering an

overview of its pros and cons up to now.

The survey itself, including all technical aspects, is managed by ARL/LibQUAL+
TM

 . For the most part, libraries need only

identify the pool of respondents, send out a link to the survey, advertise and market the survey, and wait for the packaged

reports to come back from LibQUAL+
TM

.  At Boise State University we sent the survey via email to all faculty and asked

campus statisticians and IT experts to pull out a sample of student email addresses from the campus database and sent

the link to those students. A smaller academic library may simplify matters by sending it out to all students.

LibQUAL+
TM

 asks respondents to rate twenty-two factors related to library service, collections, and space. These factors

are included in every participating library survey. Additionally, libraries may choose five optional ‘local’ factors (which we

did at Boise State). For each factor, respondents rate, on a scale of 1-9 (9 being the highest):

their minimum level of acceptable service;1.

their perceived  level of service, as currently provided; and2.

their desired level of service.3.

The difference between minimum and perceived is dubbed the “adequacy gap,” while the difference between desired and

perceived is dubbed the “superiority gap. “

The results provide clues about how the library measures up against users’ priorities, how the library is performing

compared to expectations and desires, and where improvements are desired. By comparing results from various iterations

of LibQUAL+
TM

 in different years, a library can also gain insights into changing user perceptions over time. Further, we can

learn from responses to LibQUAL+
TM

 surveys at many of our peer institutions; such results are available to those who

purchase LibQUAL+
TM

 via their Management Center. Finally, LibQUAL+
TM

 also includes space for respondents to make

qualitative comments. So a single survey instrument can be used to offer insight into nearly all aspects of the library’s

operations, and yield both quantitative and qualitative data. The survey can conceivably be justified as a complete

assessment program in and of itself, if resources for other assessment instruments are not available.

There are a number of articles discussing libraries’ implementation and use of LibQUAL+
TM

 and its results. A special issue

of Performance Measurement and Metrics titled “The Maturation of Assessment in Academic Libraries: the Role of

LibQUAL” featured articles discussing its use at non-ARL libraries such as Miami University (Sessions, Schenck and

Shrimplin 2002) and Washburn University (Dole 2002). Similarly, a special issue of the Journal of Library Administration,
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simultaneously published as a monograph (Heath, Kyrillidou and Askew 2004), also featured a number of articles detailing

use of LibQUAL+
TM

. Of particular relevance to this paper are those about the use of LibQUAL+
TM

 in strategic planning at

an ARL library such as the University of Florida (Shorb and Driscoll 2004) and the somewhat smaller library of Bowling

Green (Haricombe and Boettcher 2004).   Among more recent LibQUAL+
TM

 articles, Hoseth (2007) is notable for its

practical advice, including the need to report results and outcomes to users, constituents, and peers.

Does Public Result  Reporting in Itself  Suggest  Success?

An ancillary question relates to what, if anything might be inferred about a library’s perceived adequacy simply by publicly

reporting their LibQUAL+
TM

 results.  A small sample of libraries who administered LibQUAL+
TM

 from 2006-2008 suggests

the possibility that a public accounting of results is in itself indicative of a higher overall adequacy perception. This sample

consisted of 102 U.S. libraries, none of which are members of the Association for Research Libraries. Libraries whose

LibQUAL+
TM

 results were presented on a public Web page—whether the complete notebook of results or an institution-

prepared summary—had average adequacy scores for faculty, undergraduates, and graduates that were two-tenths higher

than those that had not posted their results publicly. The correlation was stronger for those with lower adequacy scores.

Out of the forty libraries with average adequacy scores lower than 0.3, six have public results, while thirty-four have no

mention of the survey. Of those libraries with scores higher than 0.3, twenty-eight have public results, compared to

thirty-four without (Table 1). Overall, the higher the overall adequacy scores, the higher the likelihood that at least a

summary of LibQUAL+
TM

 results could be found for public access on the library’s Web site. Of course, the actual trend is

more nuanced: higher-scoring libraries have little correlation between their scores and whether or not they report the

results publicly. Lower-scoring libraries are much less likely to report results, however.

Interestingly, the trend exists despite the fact that there are no benchmarks for what might be considered ‘good’ or ‘bad’

adequacy scores using LibQUAL+
TM

. In fact, such benchmarks would go directly against the intent of the survey itself,
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which purposely does not measure actual performance but only perceived performance. Yet even lacking norms, libraries

whose scores tended to be lower are less likely to share that information publicly.

While the reasons for openly communicating (or not communicating) patron feedback to a library’s users and stakeholders

has not been explored in this context, clues may be found in the psychology, business, and information technology

literature. Might a library fear that poor assessment results could have negative consequences from campus

administration, and therefore be less likely to share? Information, if it is perceived to be negative, is less likely to be

communicated to an "upward" power in a relationship (Cohen 1958). Yet even lacking concrete rewards or punishments for

sharing negative information, individuals have a tendency not to share information if they believe its receipt could be simply

unpleasant (Rosen and Tesser 1970).  All of this might not be particularly significant to libraries and their sharing of

feedback if not for the potential that not sharing perceived negative information could lead to further, future detrimental

effects on the organization (Keil and Robcy 1999). 

Failure to make open accounting of feedback perceived to be negative may increase the likelihood of future negatively

perceived performance. If the potential exists that not sharing negative patron feedback may indicate future negative

performance (and simply sharing negative feedback indicates better future performance), libraries should strongly consider

making public reports of their assessment outcomes. This stands regardless of any perceived successes or failures of the

services assessed. Hopefully a more public airing of results increases the likelihood of positive responses inspired by the

survey results. 

Gathering and Presenting the  Data

Before preparing results for the public at Boise State University, we gathered key data in an easy-to-read format. 

LibQUAL+
TM

 offers reports in SPSS or excel/csv formats. These reports include line-by-line (anonymous) results for each

respondent. While SPSS and statistical skills are never a bad thing for libraries, our goal was to present a quick and easy

assessment report to key stakeholders, from students to accreditors. So we used LibQUAL+
TM

 Analytics (accessible to

participants) and pulled our data from the Institutional Explorer, which contains data and charts for the numerous

LibQUAL+
TM

 participants who allow their data to be made available
3
.  We downloaded our summary data for each of our

key groups (undergraduate, graduate, and faculty). As seen in Appendix 3, for our working files we have taken the scores

for these three groups and reordered them five different ways, making categories in order to easily communicate useful

information to our constituents:

By the highest minimum score, which we dubbed “What Library Services Are Most Important?”1.

By the highest perceived score, which we dubbed “What Library Services Do We Do Best?”2.

By the largest adequacy gaps, which we dubbed “What Do We Need To Work On?”3.

By changes in our scores between our 2006 and 2008 surveys, which we dubbed “What’s Improved Since 2006?”4.

By anonymous peer comparisons, which we dub “How Do We Compare?”5.

These five factors form the basis of our reporting and are presented with the outside reader in mind.  While we chose to

focus on these five for simplicity, we do occasionally make some reference to the data not covered above as appropriate or

interesting. 

Communicating with Campus Administrators,  Accreditors,  and Users

To form the basis of communicating the results of LibQUAL+
TM

 and the tangible outcomes of the assessment effort, we

write a simple report. This public report will begin with some housekeeping: a brief summary of the nature of LibQUAL+
TM

and its implementation at your library, much like the description above
4
. Further, an audience familiar with looking at

statistical data will appreciate a few notes about the response rate.  These notes need not be very detailed or rigorous.  In

our report, we first introduce LibQUAL+
TM

, then followed with a brief section addressing respondents and response rate.

After this introductory material, we move on to the heart of the report: the sections describing the results based on the five

factors outlined above.  While Appendix 3’s tables were for our internal use only and informed writing the report, each

section of the report is complemented by brief summary tables as seen in Appendix 1
5
. 

Below is an example of how we presented the first of the five sections listed above, namely the “What Library Services are
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Most Important?” section. Like each of the other four results sections, this section is anchored by one of the summary data

tables (see Appendix 1). We then offer a brief overview, concise summary of the results by key group (faculty, graduate,

and undergraduate), and a little contextual analysis:

WHAT LIBRARY SERVICES ARE MOST IMPORTANT?

To interpret what is most important to the Boise State University community, we looked at which factors

received the highest  minimum  and highest  desired  ratings, as summarized in Table 1.   Results  were

returned for the university as a whole, as well as by constituent group.  However, since the needs of faculty,

undergraduates, and graduate students are quite divergent, it is more useful to look at these stakeholder

groups separately. 

Faculty  focused on information access and control. Their top priorities are: remote access to materials;

journal collections; a useful library Web site; electronic information sources; and good access tools.   Most

customer-service factors ranked as somewhat less important, while factors relating to the physical facility

were least important to them. For faculty, there was generally a close alignment between the items with the

highest minimum ratings and those with the highest desired ratings. 

Undergraduates,  in  contrast,  show little  overlap between their  highest  minimum  and highest  desired

items. At minimum, they want modern equipment, as might be expected of a tech-savvy generation.  The

library’s role as a computing facility may also come into play here.  They also want courteous, willing, and

knowledgeable library staff.  Their desires, on the other hand, are weighted towards information access and

equipment, especially the ability to locate information on their own. 

Graduates demonstrate characteristics of both faculty and undergraduates: their top minimum priorities are

related to access and information (Web site, tools to access, etc.), but dependable and knowledgeable

service are also important.   Their top desired priorities are generally similar to their minimum priorities, but

with more focus on information over service.

Nationwide,  LibQUAL+
TM

responses are nearly identical to those of  Boise State University in terms of

priorities. A study of responses (Thompson, Kyrillidou and Cook 2008) from some 38,000 faculty yielded the

same top five items and the same bottom three items, with variations in the exact order. The same study

included over 136,000 undergraduate responses, of which the top four items matched those of Boise State

undergraduates. The fifth priority nationally was journal collections, while at Boise State it  was “making

information easily accessible for independent use."

Comparing the 2008 Boise State survey to the 2006 survey, faculty placed increased importance on

remote access, as well as on confidence-inspiring and willing customer service. The items that fell the most

in  importance for  faculty  are  printed materials  and (interestingly)  courteous  service. While  the library’s

physical  space  was  already  the  faculty’s  lowest  priority  in  2006,  its  importance  fell  further  in  2008. 

Undergraduate desires have changed very little from 2006 to 2008, except that for them, too, items related

to group physical space have fallen in importance.

The rest of the reporting of results is straightforward:  we simply repeat the above outline for each of the next three

sections.  So our second section begins: 

WHAT LIBRARY SERVICES DO WE DO BEST?

To analyze our perceived strengths and weaknesses, we looked at the perceived current levels for each

factor, with highest and lowest rankings summarized in Table 2.  

This section goes on to offer analysis in style similar to the first section above, with concise summaries of the results by

key group (faculty, graduate, and undergraduate), and contextual analysis. We follow with our third section, which begins:

WHAT DO WE NEED TO WORK ON?

This section is based on the biggest gaps in ‘adequacy,’ interpreted as the difference between minimum

and perceived current  levels,  summarized in  Table  3.  These gaps closely  mirror  the biggest  gaps in
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‘superiority,’  or the difference between desired  and perceived current  levels.  Information-related factors

had the poorest showing in all three groups.

Likewise, our fourth section begins:

WHAT’S IMPROVED?

This  section looks at  gains  in adequacy from the 2006 survey to  the 2008 survey,  based on current

perceived levels for each factor, summarized in Table 4.  These results can be particularly interesting. 

In each case we go on to offer similar reporting and analysis relevant to the section. These first four sections, therefore,

summarize what patrons want, what they think we do well, and where the gaps are between what they want and what we

provide.  It is vital to lay out both the library’s successes, along with the challenges that lie ahead.  All in all, the data allows

a surprisingly broad assessment and discussion of the library’s performance, easily communicated in a short report.

Discussing Peers

One of LibQUAL+
TM

‘s greatest assets when communicating assessment results to administrators and accreditors is the

ability to compare results with other institutions.   These comparisons are guided by two key factors per the LibQUAL+
TM

agreement for using other institution’s data:  the need to keep other library’s data completely confidential, and the reminder

that we are only comparing user perceptions of our services, and can therefore not make value judgments in regards to

actual performance.  At Boise State we used a list of peers that will remain confidential for this paper, as for our report. 

Institutions were identified with a nomenclature of Institution A, Institution B, and so on (see Appendix 2).  In our case, the

comparisons—whether or not they can be said to reflect reality rather than only perceptions of that reality—made us look

good, so we were happy to use them.  For our public report, this section begins as follows:

HOW DO WE COMPARE?

Nine peer libraries (identified in several ways) have completed LibQUAL+
TM

 surveys over last three years

and made their data available on a confidential basis.  Three of these peers repeated LibQUAL+
TM

 surveys

during this period, for a total of 14-15 survey instances, including our own (one library did not survey faculty

or graduate students in their 2008 survey).  An important caveat in comparing LibQUAL+
TM

 results is that

we are comparing perceptions rather than objective criteria. 

FACULTY PEER SUMMARY:

Boise State’s 2006 LibQUAL+
TM

 instance had the most faculty responses of all peer surveys, while the

2008 response totals ranked 7th out of 14. (This pattern is typical; libraries often experience lower faculty

response rates in subsequent surveys).

In overall adequacy, Boise State’s 2008 faculty scores were a close second behind Library A, based on

perceptions.  Our 2008 results were actually the highest rated for service and library as place (the latter by

a wide margin), but Library A scored much better on information, enough to propel it to the highest overall

score.

In information control, which includes collections and access tools, Boise State’s 2008 results ranked 4th

out of 14.  In fact, the three institutions above us were the only peers whose faculty rated their information

controls as even meeting minimum  levels, reflective of nationwide findings of faculty’s nearly insatiable

appetite for information
2
.  Boise State did improve markedly from 2006, however, when we ranked 10th out

of 14. 

In  the  service  categories,  not  only  was  2008  Boise  State  ranked  highest,  it  showed  a  marked

improvement from 2006 as well, when it ranked 7th out of 14.  

Of the two other schools with repeated faculty surveys, Library B made almost no progress from 2006 to

2008 and remains below faculty’s minimum standards in overall  performance.  Library C actually saw a

decline of several tenths from 2006 to 2007, sliding below minimum overall standards.
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The section continues with similar peer analysis for the undergraduate results and the graduate results. 

LibQUAL Comments

Beyond the peer data, the next vital aspect of LibQUAL+
TM

 is its qualitative comments.  These comments can be analyzed

(whether by hand or with statistical text analysis software) to present further trends and they should be summarized and

reported on.  If a library is fortunate, such comments will (1) generally corroborate the quantitative data; (2) provide details

and deeper insight into the quantitative data; and (3) provide insights that did not surface in the quantitative data. Each of

these goals is vital as part of assessment and to communicate with stakeholders.  For our report, we summarized and

presented the comments as follows:

LIBQUAL+TM COMMENTS

The LibQUAL+
TM

 survey also includes space for respondents to make qualitative comments.  About half of

all  survey  respondents  included  comments  (of  undergraduates,  313  responded,  and  141  included

comments; graduates 53/27; faculty 107/60). Of those that did comment, approaching half of all comments

in each category were either praise or comments along the lines of “nothing to add.”  That still leaves some

100 comments that included concrete suggestions or complaints.

Among undergraduates, there were three primary themes in comments: noise in the library, the availability

of computers, and the friendliness of staff.  Many undergraduates commented on excessive noise and cell

phone use in the library. In LibQUAL+
TM

, undergraduates considered “quiet space for individual activities”

pretty adequate—it was the 8th highest ranked out of 27 categories for most adequate service.  One might

surmise, however, that when excessive noise is a problem, it is particularly immediate and annoying, and

therefore likely to inspire later comment.  The second main theme was the desire for more computers. 

While “modern equipment that lets me easily access needed information” was also rated as adequate, it is

the single most important item for undergraduates; to see it stressed again in comments only reaffirms the

importance of our computing equipment. The final oft-mentioned theme by undergraduates was rudeness of

staff.  Like noise, this could be an issue that, when it occurs, is particularly galling.  While service factors

are rated highly in LibQUAL+
TM

, the two lowest rated of the eight customer service categories may be those

most  closely  related  to  the  theme  of  rudeness:  “employees  who  are  consistently  courteous”  and

“employees who deal with users in a caring fashion.”

Undergraduates also commented several times about a desire for more group study spaces, despite group

spaces being among the most adequate library services according to undergraduates in LibQUAL+
TM

. 

Further, there were several comments about the  difficulty in using online access tools, corroborated in

LibQUAL+
TM

 by  low adequacy scores for  “ease of  using library's  online  article  indexes”,  “easy-to-use

access tools  that  allow  me to  find  things  on  my  own”,  and “making  information easily  accessible  for

independent use.”  (In fact, these were the three least adequate measures in the entire library according to

undergraduates).

The small  size  of  the graduate  sample  yielded an equally  small  number  of  comments.  Still,  multiple

graduate students reiterated undergraduate frustrations with online access tools, which is in line with grads

ranking of “ease of using library's online article indexes”  as our least adequate service; graduates also

anticipated faculty by commenting on the need for more journals and resources (“print and/or electronic

journal collections I require for my work” being their second lowest rated item for adequacy).

Faculty  comments, meanwhile, were very focused on the need for more journals and resources, which is

also clear from their ranking of “print and/or electronic journal collections I require for my work”  and “the

electronic  information  resources I need”  as  our  least  adequate  services in  LibQUAL+
TM

.  Faculty  also

remarked several times on the customer service issues of rudeness that undergraduates also addressed.

Responses to LibQUAL+TM: Using the Results to Make Improvements and Inform Strategic

Planning
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Finally, we must respond to what we learned, and communicate and document the tangible outcomes from LibQUAL+
TM

.

This is the most important part of the report.  Without clear action based on what we learn, assessment isn’t assessment.

Improvements and a course of action based on data are very important to administrators and accreditors. The suggestion

above that a public report is an indicator of future success is depending largely on the assumption that a public report

makes efforts to use the results to make improvements more likely to occur.

While internal documents have more details, we created a section on the public report with which to publicly summarize our

responses and initiatives based on our results.  Of the small sample of 102 libraries and their public presentation of their

LibQUAL+
TM

 results, only sixteen actually outlined their responses to what they learned (publicly). Unsurprisingly, these

sixteen were among the highest scorers in the sample, further evidence that the library that airs results is more likely to be

perceived as successful.  Here, then, is how we presented our “Next Steps:”

WHAT ARE OUR NEXT STEPS?

Respondents to the LibQUAL+
TM

 survey provided a great deal of information on what is important to them,

what we do best, and what we need to improve. In general terms, collections and information access are

highly important to all user groups, but are also the areas perceived as least adequate. Respondents

generally think we do well on customer service and are satisfied with the physical facility. 

The Library has made significant  gains  in  providing electronic  databases and journals  since 2006,  as

reflected in faculty results from the 2006 and 2008 surveys.  Nevertheless, electronic resources and journal

collections are still rated as inadequate by faculty.  As noted above, trends suggest that this is a somewhat

insatiable need; nonetheless, LibQUAL+
TM

 scores from 2006 to 2008 also suggest that faculty recognize

and value the priority we have placed on expanding our journal collections and other electronic resources.

While the budget climate has recently become challenging, we will make it a priority to retain the recent

gains we have made and strategically look for ways to expand holdings and access even further.

The online and electronic tools needed to access information are consistently seen as inadequate by many

users.  This is an area we are already tackling.  We are working to improve the Library’s website, provide

better searching capabilities, overhaul our catalog interface, and provide more powerful and intuitive access

tools  to  both  identify  and  use  our  many  databases.  The  clear  message  of  deficiency  reported  by

LibQUAL+
TM

 has made this area a particular priority.   

In some fields, the print collection is still highly valued, but rated as inadequate.  Since sample sizes shrink

quickly when broken down by discipline, we will need to follow up with faculty members and verify these

results.  With better data, it may be possible to more carefully target purchases of new print materials and

meet the needs of faculty and students.   

We have also begun to address undergraduate desires for more and better computing.  We have begun by

adding an additional 20 workstations, and are identifying workstations to upgrade.

Regarding some of the items that came out in undergraduate comments but were not necessarily so visible

in the regular LibQUAL+
TM

 rankingsN while at the moment we have not made any plans to expand the

official quiet space in the library (floors 3-4 are quiet, 1-2 are not), we have stepped up enforcement, and

are making hourly rounds to identify and educate users who are making excessive noise in quiet spaces. 

Further, our separate silent study room opened concurrently with the survey; perhaps it will have a positive

impact.

We continue to stress friendly customer service among all of our front-line personnel, and have conducted

targeted training in an effort to improve customer service.  While we’ve done some more comprehensive

training via online courses, we are watching for further opportunities for customer service training. 

Albertsons  Library  has  participated  in  the  ARL  Assessment  Program  to  further  our  assessment

understanding and expertise, highlighted by a two day visit from ARL assessment experts to discuss current

assessment practices and future directions.
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All of our LibQUAL+
TM

 results and comments are taken along with our other varied input to establish an

environment of continuous assessment and improvement.

Final Touches: Getting the Results to the Stakeholders

We added an Executive Summary onto the front of the report.  Concise as the report is, it’s still long enough that many

administrators might wish for a brief summary.  Here, then, is our Executive Summary:

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Results from the wide-ranging LibQUAL+
TM

 survey administered at Boise State University in Spring 2008

reveal  general  satisfaction  with  library  services.  Faculty  value  information  sources  most  highly,  and

consider  current  information  resources  to  be  less  than  adequate,  although  much  improved  from the

previous survey in 2006.  They rate customer service as more than adequate, and are generally not as

interested in the library's physical space.  Online access tools are also seen as somewhat inadequate. 

Nonetheless, they see improvement in each of the 27 categories since 2006.  Their qualitative comments

also express the need for more information resources, better access tools, and in some specific areas,

better customer service.

Undergraduates value modern equipment and service, and score the library highly on both measures. 

Undergraduate ratings in general are slightly up from 2006.  They rate nothing as less than adequate, but

see online access tools to have the most room for improvement.  In qualitative comments, they state the

desire for more and better equipment, better quiet study space, and less rude service.

Graduates value access tools and information resources most highly, and consider both to be in need of

improvement.  They rate customer service and library physical space factors highly.

In comparing LibQUAL+
TM

 responses to those of various peer institutions, Boise State University ranks  3rd

out of 15 among undergraduates, 2nd out of 14 among faculty, and 1st out 14 amongst graduates.  Our

service and library as place measures are ranked extremely well in comparisons; our information resources

are less highly ranked, and allow the few others to score higher than us overall.

Based  on  both  the  quantitative  and  qualitative  data  from LibQUAL+
TM

,  the  library  is  improving  our

collections, information resources, and our access tools, and is continuing to strive to improve customer

service and library space.

Conclusion

Assessment increasingly forms the basis of library strategic planning and of our priorities and performance in general.  We

must respond clearly and openly to what we learn with tangible, documented actions. Communicating about the results and

outcomes of assessment is vital, and a possible indicator of perceived success.  But like everything else we do,

assessment must be done as efficiently and strategically as possible, and we must assess resources spent on assessment

as critically as we assess resources used on our services, collections, and spaces. LibQUAL+
TM

 provides an opportunity

to quickly and relatively cheaply assess our services, and more importantly, to present the results of the assessment to key

stakeholders.

Notes

Customer service guru A. Parasuraman summarizes key strategies in: P A. Parasuraman. The SERVQUAL Model:

Its Evolution And Current Status. (2000),  presented at ARL Symposium on Measuring Service Quality,

Washington, D.C.  SERVQUAL was a key inspiration for LibQUAL+.

1.

“About LibQUAL+” provides an overview and history of LibQUAL+.  Available at: http://www.libqual.org/About

/index.cfm.

2.

Available to LibQUAL+TM users at http://www.libqual.org/Manage/index.cfm (requires login).3.

The complete text of Boise State University’s public report is available at http://library.boisestate.edu/libqual

/2008/libqual2008summary.pdf.

4.
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The Boise State University library’s Carol Silvers formatted the tables for Appendix 1 and provided extensive

editing and input for the report itself.

5.
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Reviewed by Samantha Thompson-Franklin

Murder, Morality and Madness: Women Criminals in Early Oregon

Diane L. Goeres-Gardner

Caldwell, Idaho: Caxton Press, 2009

978-0-87004-470-0, Paperback

199 pages, $16.95    

Murder, Morality and Madness: Women Criminals in Early Oregon looks at

the lives of women who committed crimes in 19th-century Oregon and whose

crimes have largely been forgotten. Author Diane Goeres-Gardner, a fifth-

generation Oregonian and retired reading instructor and school administrator,

has previously written and published a variety of articles on Oregon history.

She is also the author of Necktie Parties: The History of Legal Executions in

Oregon, 1851-1905 (2005, Caxton Press).  

In Murder, Morality, and Madness, Goeres-Gardner sets out to “examine the

context within which women committed murder during Oregon’s early historical

period and the motives that led them to that act” (p.viii). She notes that

although women committed violent acts, very little was written about female

murderers because compared to men their numbers were insignificant.

Violent behavior was considered outside of the expected norm for 19th-century women (pp.vii-viii). 

Written for a general audience, the book focuses primarily on the lives and crimes of eighteen women. It is divided into six

sections based upon the motives for the crimes, from domestic abuse in “Wives Fight Back” to alleged mental illness in

“Insanity is the Enemy.” The author begins each section by discussing the relevant issues or obstacles that women faced

in 19th-century Oregon. Chapters within each section are devoted mainly to the individual women’s stories. In the author’s

view, the cases she highlights “represent how society expected women to behave and the repercussions women faced

when they challenged that role.” (p. vii).   

The cases in the book demonstrate the subjective nature of justice during this period, and  how Victorian-era views of a

woman’s role influenced the way society (and specifically the legal authorities) treated women. The author illustrates that

many factors, such as a man’s legal right to control his family and their finances, frequently left women with few options in

situations of domestic abuse or lack of community support--a circumstance that led some women to take matters into their

own hands. She also notes that abused women were disregarded if they tried to defend themselves with violence, and

pleas of self-defense often fell on deaf ears. For instance, Charity Lamb, after fifteen years of domestic abuse, killed her

husband Nathaniel in self-defense but was convicted of murder by an all-male jury because she “acted assertively by

killing Nathaniel before he could kill her” (p. 16). Women also typically served longer sentences than men for committing

the same type of crime (p. 1). Ellen Johnson, who at age 58 was charged with burglary along with her husband, was given

a two-year sentence while her husband was acquitted of the same crime (p. 46).  

Goeres-Gardner’s retelling of the women’s situations is very engaging and moving. Regardless of the women or their
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circumstances, she tells their stories with empathy. The book is well-researched and includes considerable detail about

each woman’s case. The author credits newspaper articles as her primary source of research, along with court transcripts

and statistics from the Oregon State Penitentiary prison registers housed at the Oregon State Archives. Detailed

references and footnotes are included at the end of each chapter and photos of most of the women are included

throughout the book.

There is no conclusion or final comments to bring greater meaning to the women’s stories.  Despite this drawback, along

with a few minor typographic errors, the book provides an informative look at a little-known aspect of Northwest history.  I

would recommend this book for all libraries interested in collecting materials on women’s history in the Pacific Northwest.  

Samantha Thompson-Franklin is a Collection Development and Acquisitions Librarian at Lewis-Clark State College

Library in Lewiston.

 

The Idaho Librarian is a publication of the Idaho Library Association.
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Reviewed by Melody Sky Eisler

James Castle:  His Life & Art, 2nd edition

Tom Trusky

Idaho Center for the Book, 2008

0932129463, Paperback

234 pages, $25.00

James Castle (1899-1977) was an Idaho artist who in recent years received

posthumous art world success for his painstakingly constructed

assemblages, books and drawings. Often labeled an “outsider artist,” the

myths and legends surrounding this talented individual are epic and have

been in need of rigorous scholarship to confirm or deny the tales. James

Castle: His Life & Art is the only comprehensive biographical work on the life

and art of James Castle, and it is now revised and updated.

As author Tom Trusky states in his introduction to the updated edition, his impetus for writing the book was an “attempt to

gain the world’s ear for the country boy who may well have been an autistic genius, but who undeniably liked to draw”

(page, viii). Trusky refused to accept the tales of James Castle as deaf and possibly mute at face value and instead

consulted leading experts in the field to achieve a deeper understanding of  the artist’s disabilities and so-called outsider

status. Trusky explores the possibility that rather than being deaf, Castle might have been diagnosed somewhere within

the spectrum of autism. This claim is heavily supported by further research into Castle’s life.

Art lovers will thoroughly enjoy the sixty photos added to the 2nd edition, some of which are from a newly discovered

collection of Castle's work. The owners of the Early Attic antique store in Idaho City were pleasantly surprised to identify a

number of formerly unknown books by Castle when they purchased a box of books in Caldwell for ten dollars. The books

were authenticated by Sandy Harthorn, the Curator of Art at the Boise Art Museum. The Early Attic Books provide an

exciting addition to Castle’s voluminous body of work. 

Readers wanting to know about the man beyond the fanciful paper constructions and soot drawings will find Trusky’s

scholarship thorough and refreshing. The new information is presented in such a way as to not diminish Castle’s fine art; in

fact the new revelations about  the artist only succeed at providing deeper insight into his quiet oeuvre. The two new

chapters shed even more light on the mysteries surrounding Castle’s education and medical history. The detailed appendix

includes lists of family members, Garden Valley residents, and primary source documents such as letters, interviews,

photographs, and maps. Trusky clearly traces Castle's Idaho genealogy by sketching out these relationships.

I strongly recommend James Castle: His Life & Art for anyone interested in learning more about this remarkable artist and

his Idaho legacy. This book will be an excellent addition to any art, Idaho, or biographical library collection. A must read!

Melody Sky Eisler is a Librarian at Library! at Collister, a branch of Boise Public Library.  Melody is a creative and

innovative librarian who also happens to be an accomplished sculptor.

 

The Idaho Librarian is a publication of the Idaho Library Association.
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The Baseball Field at Night

Patricia Goedicke

Sandpoint, ID: Lost Horse Press, 2008

978-0976211488, paperback

114 pages, $16.95

The title of Patricia Goedicke’s book of poems refers to one of those places in

our society that may simultaneously have a mysterious, sacred, and even

frightening hold on our imaginations.  Indeed, this is the tone of Goedicke’s final

book of poetry as she treats the poet’s classical repertoire with intense intimacy,

namely death, love, nature, and the body. The book transports the reader to

intimate moments in time and space, one of which is a deserted baseball field in

the middle of the night. 

Melissa Kwasny’s introduction to the book provides a warm portrait of Goedicke

that offers a personal context for many of the poems in the book. For instance,

Goedicke grew up with a father who was a professor of neurology, a fact that explains Goedicke’s frequent references to

the nervous system.  Additionally, Goedicke lost her mother to breast cancer, her father to lung cancer and multiple

sclerosis, and her husband to senility, so it is not surprising that many poems touch on the poignant longings for a lost

loved one. Personally, Goedicke fought breast cancer for much of her life and passed away due to complications on July 4,

2006, at age 75.   

Superficiality and facetiousness find no place in this vivid book of poetic images.  Goedicke follows in the tradition of Walt

Whitman, singing to the rhythms of life, highlighting common images in a refreshing way.   From her poem, “Trace”:

                            Nor is it possible to find anyone out there

                                                        or even in here, but hidden

                                          in minds

                                                        like fish in weedy tanks, in haircuts less and less

                                                brilliantined, in scuffed sandals abandoned (85)

Another excerpt from “This Music Has Holes in It”:

                            none with any voice              but the rock

                            plops into the pool

                            pool guzzles it                    delicious low throated gurgle

                           what does the air feel                above it

                           child skips a stone into the water

                                                                                       it’s gone (28)
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Touchingly, Goedicke focuses on the marvels of life and loved ones more than on the evanescent honors of the world.  Yet

she finds that even special moments and loved ones disappear beyond our reach, as in her poem “Sooner Speak to the

Moon”:

                            O Stars, O Atoms, tremble, O You

                                                        Of the so many you’s in You, how dare

                                                                      A single I even on your arm dream

                                          Of entering such an impossible pas de deux (40)

As is typical of the best poetry, Goedicke’s work yields greater insight with deeper reading. This book of poetry may appeal

more to those experienced with life and the pain of losing a loved one than to the youthful caught up in the popular

mainstream scene.  Generally speaking, those who take the time to read intensively (each poem multiple times), will take

more away from this book of poetry than those who casually take a dip.

During her 38-year career as a poet Goedicke published twelve books of poetry and received a variety of awards for her

work. The New York Times selected her 1990 book The Tongues We Speak as a Notable Book, and the American Library

Association placed When Earth Begins to End among the top ten books of poetry published in the year 2000.  From 1982

until her death she taught at the University of Montana, earning many awards and honors along the way, including a

National Endowment of the Arts Fellowship, a Rockefeller Foundation Residency in Bellagio, Italy, the H.G. Merriam Award

(given to those who make significant literary contributions in the state of Montana), and the William Carlos Williams Prize.   

             

Reviewed by Spencer Jardine, Coordinator of Instruction, Eli M. Oboler Library, Idaho State University.

The Idaho Librarian is a publication of the Idaho Library Association.
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 Review:  Amber Waves and Undertow  

 

Reviewed by Ramirose Attebury

Amber Waves and Undertow: Peril, Hope, Sweat, and Downright Nonchalance in Dry Wheat

Country

Steve Turner

Norman, OK: University of Oklahoma Press, 2009

978-0-8061-4005-6, Paperback

206 pages, $19.95

The title Amber Waves and Undertow signifies two of this book’s major themes: first, the wheat

industry, which has played a major role in the development of southeastern Washington; and

second, a metaphorical theme of change. Throughout its history, Adams County, Washington,

located in the dry, southeastern portion of the state, has been dominated by both. Turner, a freelance writer and journalist,

successfully demonstrates the impact they have had on the geography, economy, and social fabric of the sparsely

populated county. By looking at wheat and change from numerous angles, however, Turner’s book is about much more

than either subject alone. Individual histories, ranching, potato growing, and combine derbies all feature prominently and

help to make up the total sum of a county not typically noticed by the outside world.

Each chapter in the book could easily be an essay in its own right. Turner begins his informal ethnography with

background about the mammoth ice age floods that emerged from Glacial Lake Missoula around 12,000 years ago. The

coulees formed and sediments deposited as a result of repeated flooding made Adams County attractive to early

European-American settlers, who quickly learned what crops worked well in the fertile soil and ultra-dry climate. But later

shifts in technology changed Adams County as much as the original floods. The advent of roads so altered the nature of

the county’s small communities that Turner appropriately devotes an entire chapter to their impact.

Subsequent chapters retain the overarching themes but each explores a different aspect of the county in an attempt to

capture the essence of the whole. Turner thoroughly researched and wrote about all of the following in various chapters of

the book: forgotten towns, houses, and cemeteries; the history of the early landowning families; the tenacity of the tiny

town of Lind in retaining its relevance as a community; the cattle ranchers and potato farmers who bucked the wheat-

growing trend; the portrayal of Ritzville as a town at once both eccentric and listless; and the strong communal ties among

the county’s many Mennonite and Hutterite families. These topics are are all an integral part of what gives Adams County

its individuality.

The three chapters most directy related to the title, and hence the overall purpose of the book, are those that discuss

wheat growing operations. In chapter four, readers learn about the author’s connections to Adams County and the reason

behind his strong affinity for it. As a teenager on a summer adventure, Turner and three of his friends arrived from Vermont

and somehow convinced a wheat grower that they deserved to be hired on as help for the annual harvest. A more

economic take on wheat follows in chapter eight, as government subsidies and grain markets dominate the discussion.

Finally, and perhaps most importantly for Adams County and agricultural operations everywhere, the issue of disappearing

water takes center stage in the last chapter.

The diversity of chapters and the ability of each to stand alone as a mini-narrative could have led to a disjointed book that
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left readers asking, “So what?” But Turner avoids this possible pitfall not just by tying each chapter to the larger whole of

Adams County, but also by tying Adams County to the larger whole of rural American society. The author's environmental

and geologic take on the controversial issue of disappearing water and the impact this has had on agricultural operations

nationwide serves to make this book timely and relevant to a wide audience. While the book mentions Idaho only briefly as

a former home of the author's parents, the strong themes of agriculture and rural change make this selection appropriate

for any Idaho library whose patrons are affected by either.

 

Reviewed by Ramirose Attebury, Reference/Instruction Librarian and Assistant Professor, at the University of Idaho in

Moscow.

The Idaho Librarian is a publication of the Idaho Library Association.
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 Review:  Sel l ing Your Father ’s  Bones  

 

Reviewed by Christopher N. Fox

Selling Your Father’s Bones: America’s 140-Year War Against the Nez Perce Tribe

Brian Schofield

New York: Simon & Schuster, 2009

978-1-4165-3993-3, Hardcover

368 pages, $26.00

The Nez Perce conflict took place during a period of American history often referred to

as the Indian Wars, coinciding with the final push of American civilization to the west

coast. The tribe, of course, had many interactions and dealings with the United States

government, and like other tribes, the agreements and treaties resulting from those

actions were inevitably violated. Selling Your Father’s Bones details the events of the

fateful summer and fall of 1877: the Nez Perce’s 1,700 mile flight across Idaho to within

thirty miles of the safety of the Canadian border in Montana in an ultimately futile

attempt to escape the pursuing U.S. Army.

The author makes a convincing case that this conflict continues to the present day. For example, Schofield explains how

beginning in the late 1960s, the American legal system began to enforce treaties written a century before by agents of the

U.S. government who never intended them to be lasting or enforceable. This allowed tribes to, among other things, lay

claim to a “fair and equitable share” of fish from traditional fishing spots while at the same time restricting non-native

(white) fishing in those areas. The native peoples could and did demand that the government take measures to preserve

and in some cases restore ecosystems that endangered survival of the fish. In many cases, the non-native population has

objected strenuously to these concessions, and thus the 140-year “war” continues as an ongoing clash of cultures.

Schofield’s book is not merely a documentary of the exploitation of the American Indian, which is historical ground well

covered. It is also a powerful, provocative environmentalist statement of how the land and its vast resources have been

victimized by policies established long ago. The author does this by interjecting “flash forwards” into the narrative of those

fateful months of the Nez Perce retreat, enhancing the historical narrative by showing the shocking parallels between the

past and the present. For instance, in one "flash forward" Schofield provides an account of the history of the timber

industry--not only how it devastated the landscape by ignoring the practice of sustainable growth, but how it equally

devastated the lives of those individual homesteaders on whose behalf the removal of the Nez Perce and other tribes was

ostensibly necessary. With the lumber gone, the lumber-mill boom towns were abandoned, jobs were lost, and the land

was left desolate and practically unusable for individual family sustenance. In this instance, a parallel can be drawn

between the oppressive U.S. government and the timber industry on the one hand, and the victimized Indians and

homesteaders on the other.

By commingling the past with the present, Schofield effectively illustrates that no one really wins in conflicts such as these,

least of all the individual, who is always at the mercy of powerful forces beyond their control, or the land, which suffers

under the heavy hand of “progress.” This is powerfully evoked at the very end of the book when Schofield meets Ralph, a

modern-day Idaho hunting guide, at a town hall meeting. Ralph complains that he is being discriminated against because
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his rights and interests are conflicting with those of the native peoples his forefathers displaced. Uttering a phrase that

could have so easily come from the lips of a Nez Perce Indian forced off land the tribe had lived on for centuries, Ralph

literally weeps as he says, “’I just want my way of life back. I just want it to be the way it was.’” And thus we come full circle.

Selling Your Father’s Bones is a powerful, emotive book that combines historical narrative with biting social commentary.

Schofield does a masterful job in forcing the reader to examine several uncomfortable truths of America’s past and the

significant long-term consequences still being felt today. His elegant prose, his skill as a researcher and storyteller, and his

ability to weave together disparate times and peoples make this a highly readable, flowing, and seamless examination of

very controversial topics. This is a must-read book for anyone interested in the history of Idaho and surrounding areas, its

native and non-native inhabitants, and related environmental issues. It is not a comfortable read, but Schofield is able to

make it ultimately rewarding and enlightening.

 

Christopher N. Fox is a Catalog Librarian at Brigham Young University-Idaho in Rexburg. Chris is a transplanted

Californian with an interest in Idaho history, having served as chairman of the City of Rexburg’s Teton Flood Museum

Board from 2007-2009.

The Idaho Librarian is a publication of the Idaho Library Association.
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Libraries  by  a River:  Three  Rural  Libraries  Join  Forces to

Improve  the  Customer Experience
 

 

by Gina Persichini and Teresa Lipus

 

“We just want the best possible service for our customers.”

These were the words spoken by Julie Woodford, Burley Public Library Director, at a meeting to discuss a new library

consortium. The words perceptively describe the foundation upon which rural libraries in Idaho’s Magic Valley built a

partnership to accomplish just that.

In 2003, Woodford and Sharon Kae Kimber of Rupert's DeMary Memorial Library joined forces to build what would

eventually become the Libraries By a River (LIBRI) System. The goal was to expand access to information for their

customers; the tools they employed to build their vision were communication, cooperation, and courage.

They began by reaching out to their neighbors. After inviting area school librarians to join the investigation, they set out to

learn about library networking in Idaho. They visited with staff and librarians from the Valley Automation Library Network

(VALNet), Lynx! Consortium, West End Library Consortium (WELCOM), and Library Consortium of Eastern Idaho

(LCEI)—all shared library networks in operation in Idaho. Through interviews and demonstrations they sought out potential

opportunities for their libraries to join forces with others in an existing shared system. Despite their efforts, however, they

were unable to find the right match.

While the Burley Public Library had been using an automated catalog for a number of years, the DeMary Memorial Library

did not yet have one. So Kimber and her staff set about the arduous task of retrospective conversion. They had a

collection to weed, inventory to count, and over thirty thousand items that needed MARC records, which would ultimately

be used in the automated system. The process would take twelve hundred hours, utilizing extra staff hours, volunteer time,

and grant funds through the Library Services and Technology Act (LSTA).

The staff at the DeMary library worked on retrospective conversion to be ready in case an opportunity arose to take the

next step of getting a networking system in place. “Doing the retrospective conversion, there came a point when we were

more able to search our own holdings faster and more efficiently within the OCLC site than we were using the card

catalog. We have been guided by the staff at the Idaho Commission for Libraries [ICFL] in reaching our goal for automation

and for this we express appreciation,” notes Kimber.

Meanwhile, the Burley Public Library staff found themselves running into difficulties while trying to improve the customer

experience. Their current integrated library system (ILS) didn’t make allowances for library users to access their accounts

or work with self-checkout tools, and staff had to create many workarounds in an effort to align the system with library

procedures. It became clear that the existing system would not allow the library to grow and expand. Located in south-

central Idaho, the proximity needed to join an existing consortium that would suit their smaller community needs began to

look problematic.

In 2007, the Burley and DeMary Memorial library directors ramped up their efforts to create more consistent service in their
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neighboring communities. They set out a plan for a shared automated ILS and applied for LSTA grant funds to put it in

place. Just as the funding was granted, a third library entered the conversation. Laura Burnett, Jerome Public Library

Director, was experiencing a lot of the same problems with their existing ILS. Customers wanted to access the catalog from

home, place holds, and have a 24/7 library experience.

The Jerome library applied for the necessary additional LSTA funding, joined the other two libraries, and together they

christened the LIBRI System. Burnett explains, "After hearing from Julie about what she and Sharon were doing, I

immediately wanted Jerome to join them. I took the idea to our board, they committed the matching funds (along with some

generous donors in the community), and I got to writing the Just in Time grant to make it happen on their timeline."

One of traits of the LIBRI consortium is consistency. The three libraries, along with their staff and trustees, worked together

to align policies, providing as much consistency as possible throughout their service area. After tackling difficult issues like

fines, non-resident fees, and check-out periods, the libraries were able to move forward on implementing the technology. A

contract was secured for a system that best met the needs of these small, rural libraries. With small staffs and limited

technological assistance locally, they decided upon a hosted version of SirsiDynix’s Symphony ILS. They contracted with

local expertise to brush up on best practices for cataloging and authority control. After six months of a fast-paced timeline

and a very high learning curve, the system went live on August 20, 2009.

“This becomes intriguing when you see the possibilities,” Woodford says. “When our first box of materials was shipped

out, I was being a bit territorial of Burley’s materials leaving home. Then I noticed that some of the materials were items

that may have been weeded because they were not circulating. The next piece of excitement occurred when I saw what

materials our customers were borrowing from the other libraries. I realized that our customers had gained more materials

and that we might have some extra shelf space. As we work through the intricacies of a new system, I now have two

dedicated, committed partners to work with. The library staffs are working together and it eases the workload. We’re just

starting to realize how much synergy we can create with three entities versus one, even outside of the automation system.

The customer comments are all positive!”

“To go from a card catalog to the SirsiDynix Symphony ILS has been and continues to be a gigantic leap for the staff and

for our patrons.” Kimber explains. Woodford agrees, adding, “Going through an automation process like this is life

changing. It requires so much time and dedication all the way around. The company we worked with was marvelous; they

had to do some real hand-holding in my opinion, but they helped us through. The ICFL was also a great supporter to help

us understand up front what we would be facing."

“And we're. . . still in the training curve," Woodford continues. "I'm confident that we'll get it, but we're not there yet. We

have an excellent support system between the two partners, a more than willing staff, an understanding library board, and

a very helpful ILS company.. . .I'm glad we made the decision to do this. It will be a tool that helps the libraries to serve their

customers in the future. Today we're working to refine, refine, refine. At Burley we've still got quite a bit of clean-up work.”

Kimber concludes, “Many of our customers have expressed their approval of the new system. When we tell them what they

can do from their computer and also that the card is good at not just this library but at all three of the libraries, they are

impressed. And it can only get better from here.”

As the Burley Public, DeMary Memorial, and Jerome Public libraries collaborate to refine their processes and discover new

possibilities with the LIBRI System, the synergetic partnership they’ve developed will move them towards their vision of

improving library service to their communities. Burnett speaks for all three when she says, “Our motto ‘Libraries Working

Together’ sums up the essence of what we have accomplished and will continue to bloom with possibilities as we go into

the future.”

 

Gina Persichini is the Networking Consultant at the Idaho Commission for Libraries and a member of the Idaho Library

Association’s Executive Board. Teresa Lipus is the Public Information Specialist at the Idaho Commission for Libraries.
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 ALA, What Have  You  Done  for Me Late ly?  

 

by Gina Persichini

 

This column is intended as the first in an ongoing series to share what is happening on the national level with members of

the Idaho Library Association (ILA). The plan was to use the space this month to update the library community about all

that took place this summer with the American Library Association (ALA). That plan changed, however, during a

meeting at the recent Idaho Library Association Annual Conference. There, while discussing ILA’s budget and priorities, I

heard members asking questions about the benefits of membership. In regard to ALA, I thought of Janet Jackson (yes, I

lived my teens in the 1980s) and I wondered about ALA: “What have you done for me lately?”

Musical references aside, this is a valid question for our state association to ask each year when we consider our budget.

We pay the American Library Association annual dues in the amount of $150. It’s not much in the grand scheme of

association budgets, but we need to pinch our pennies and justify the expense. As Idaho’s representative to ALA for the

past three years, I should be able to answer that question when it arises. So, ALA, what has membership done for Idaho?

Mailing list

It doesn’t have a lot of bells and whistles, but the LIBIDAHO mailing list is perhaps one of the most frequent reminders we

have of what ALA can do for Idaho. For years the list was generously hosted on a server at Boise State University, but we

were limited in its use when legislative issues arose. There are times when it is crucial for our state and federal leaders to

hear what the library community has to say. Those messages could not be as freely shared using equipment provided with

taxpayer dollars. Using our status as a dues-paying chapter of ALA, the Idaho Library Association was able to move our

mailing list to lists.ala.org. Now, the ILA Legislative co-chairs can more freely send those requests for assistance when

crucial matters arise requiring community input.

Advocacy

Advocacy extends beyond state issues, and it requires more than a mailing list. Idaho is fortunate to have the ALA

Washington Office advocating on our behalf on national issues. This means that when issues like the Consumer Products

Safety Improvement Act of 2008 arise, ALA Washington Office staff are on top of it, educating lawmakers about the impact

on local libraries. Which leads to the Capwiz benefit. Capwiz is an online tool “designed to cultivate grassroots

mobilization by helping constituents identify and communicate with their legislators or committee members on important

issues when it counts most.” The ALA Washington Office uses the tool to mobilize the ALA membership, and ILA has

access to mobilize the Idaho library community on important issues. ALA pays the fee so we, as a state chapter, can utilize

it for our local needs.

Office  of Intellectual Freedom

This office is charged with the responsibility to help libraries uphold the basic right to read. When a local library has a

challenge to materials, the Office of Intellectual Freedom will provide information and assistance to help library staff

manage the process. Not very long ago I had a question from a library director needing information to support their local

policy to protect patron records. The Office of Intellectual Freedom came through providing supporting documentation from
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their website and individual assistance to the library with questions.

A Voice  on the  National Scene

As a chapter, Idaho has a vote on the ALA Council. This vote is cast by an elected member (currently me) tasked with

representing ILA at each of the Council meetings. It’s not just a vote; it’s a voice on matters big and small in the national

library scene. This voice comes through on Council floor when we are considering issues like pay equity, core

competencies for librarianship, and political issues. Council is made up of 153 individuals from around the nation

representing state chapters, ALA divisions, and the membership at large. When we are considering an issue like minimum

salary standards, I can share with all of ALA the challenges facing small, rural Idaho libraries. When we talk about

broadband connectivity, I can share the impact to libraries in our state.

It’s not just at Council meetings. Throughout the year policies are proposed and, through chapter input, Idaho gets a voice

in crafting those policies. Currently, ALA is working on strategic planning. As a chapter, ALA sent a representative to attend

the ILA Annual Conference who hosted a session to get feedback from Idaho about our priorities, our needs, and our

desired future. This is a voice we are given as a chapter. But, more importantly, this is a responsibility. We as a chapter

have a professional obligation to raise our voice with the national library community.

And More...

Discounts, leadership development, and education are additional benefits interwoven throughout those listed above. The

possibilities go on as the ALA Chapter Relations Office and the network of other state association chapters create endless

opportunities for learning and growth for Idaho libraries. These opportunities are unlimited as long as we continue to take

advantage of them.

 

Gina Persichini is the Networking Consultant at the Idaho Commission for Libraries and a member of the Idaho Library

Association’s Executive Board.

The Idaho Librarian is a publication of the Idaho Library Association.
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 News From Around the  State  

 

 

CASCADE: The Recycled Book

The Cascade Public Library has a gem in the City of Cascade. On July 5, 2008, the library—through the diligent efforts of

a cast of volunteers and the local Friends of the Library group—opened a used book store. “The Recycled Book” was built

from the ground up and boasts a collection of over 8,000 volumes of fiction and nonfiction books, books on tape and VHS

tapes.

Previously, the local Friends group hosted an annual book sale to raise funds, but after the sale in 2007 they decided to

find a better option. Moving hundreds of books back and forth for a one-day sale that netted about $300 was becoming too

labor intensive. The dream of having a permanent building spread and, through the contacts of Library Director Robin

Mayfield and Librarian Valerie Stewart-Rice, construction began.

Now over a year later, The Recycled Book has brought in more than $4,500 to help the library with reading programs,

book purchases, and other items, such as a new lighting system for the main library. Superior donations and low prices

keep the store busy. Friends of the Library members and other volunteers staff the store three days a week for a total of

nine hours of business per week.

The bookstore has been a learning opportunity for all involved and continues to be a work in progress. The selection of

books changes weekly depending on donations, but there is always something for everyone. The Recycled Book is

located next to the Cascade Public Library and is open Thursday, Friday, Saturday from 11:00am to 2:00pm.

—Text and photo submitted by Robin Mayfield

 

IDAHO FALLS:  American Library Association Selects Research Library’s

Virtual Poster Submission 

The INL Research Library Strategic Planning & Technology Enhancement Team submitted a paper to the American

Library Association's (ALA) Second Round of Virtual Poster Sessions in April. The focus of this Second Session was

"Inquire Within." On June 17, notification was received that our submission was one of six submissions (out of a possible
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25) selected in a juried process and slated for viewing during the ALA 2009 Annual Conference in Chicago, July 9-15,

2009, as well as on the ALA website during the month of July.  

The paper, entitled "Providing Online Access to Significant Nuclear Research," focuses on the digitization of the

library's technical and research reports (the National Nuclear Archive), and the development of Needle, the interface for

searching and retrieving information from these reports. 

For more information, see the ALA Annual Conference Materials Archive: 2009 Annual Virtual Posters.

—Submitted by Sandra Biermann

 

JEROME: In the press!

Jerome Public Library has been chosen for Spoonful of Stories book giveway (to represent Idaho). For more information,

see page 6 of the October issue of Jerome's The City newsletter.

We also made the Times-News in Twin Falls (see article) with our First Book giveaway for the entire first grade at our

elementary school...160+ students each month.

—Submitted by Laura Burnett

 

STATEWIDE: South Dakota, Wyoming, Idaho,  & Montana (SWIM) IMLS

Scholarship Program

The University of North Texas (UNT) Department of Library and Information Sciences is beginning a new cohort program

in September 2010 in Montana. Through this program, students can earn a master’s degree by participating in two

four-day institutes to be held in Missoula on September 3-6, 2010, and in Billings on January 14 -17, 2011. Students can

complete the rest of the degree online.  

The Web Institute portion of the Master’s program includes an orientation, technology training, and instruction in the

Master’s program core courses, as well as time to socialize with Institute classmates and faculty. Students will enroll in the

University of North Texas Department of Library and Information Sciences blended learning program, a 36 credit-hour

program combining distance learning courses delivered via the Web (at least two courses per semester for six academic

semesters) and the two intensive in-person four-day Web Institutes. 

Four states—South Dakota, Wyoming, Idaho, and Montana—have formed a formal partnership called SWIM to address

library education needs in the region. The SWIM Regional Collaborative Library Education Project will provide

scholarships to educate librarians through the UNT/LIS master’s program to work in the region's rural communities.  The

funding is sponsored by the Institute for Museum and Library Services (IMLS). 

SWIM scholarship includes:

An opportunity to earn a MLIS degree from an ALA-accredited graduate program.

Financial Support: Recipients will receive scholarships to cover approximately 80% of the cost of tuition, fees, and

books (approximately $12, 960).

Travel stipends for required training, residencies, and state library association conferences in the SWIM region,

including support to attend the in-person Institutes. 

 Scholarship applicants must:

Be a resident of Idaho, Montana, South Dakota or Wyoming.

Have a BA/BS degree completed prior to fall 2010.

Not be currently enrolled or have been previously enrolled in a MLIS since January 1, 2005.

Apply to and be accepted to the MLIS distance program at UNT.

Begin the MLIS program in the fall of 2010 and complete the program in two years in accordance with the cohort

agreements (taking at least 6 credit hours a semester and attending courses every semester until graduation).

Agree to work in an Idaho, Montana, South Dakota or Wyoming academic, public, school, special, or tribal library in a

professional librarian position for 24 months after obtaining the graduate degree.

The scholarship application is due or must be postmarked by March 15th, 2010.  For more information about the SWIM

scholarship program and the application for Idaho students go to http://libraries.idaho.gov/page/swim-learning-cohort-

mlis-and-media-specialists. There is a link to applications for the graduate program and for the SWIM scholarship at

http://libraries.idaho.gov/page/swim-mlis. Scholarships will be awarded on or before April 30, 2010.
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—Submitted by Yvonne J. Chandler

The Idaho Librarian is a publication of the Idaho Library Association.
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 Geocaching: Hide  and Seek at your Library  

 

by Ruth Funabiki

 

A raincoated figure silently approaches the public library at 83352 on a cold and foggy Wednesday night. The handheld

GPS reads N 42° 56.160 W 114° 24.514. Almost there. “Nyy fgnss fubhyq or njner bs guvf pnpur Yvoenel Ubhef” might be

the key to the last few steps. Or is it time instead to consult The Almost Complete Idiot’s Guide to Geocaching? Idaho’s

gifted researcher Roberta Longdon finds a decryption key just in time: “All staff should be aware of this cache.” A decoy,

Longdon snorts, as she heads straight for the library catalog.

Once in the stacks, a large volume sits on the shelf. It looks suspiciously like a re-covered Webster’s Dictionary, 2nd

edition. Has she come to the right place? Is this the object she has been seeking? Longdon slowly opens the book. In its

hollowed-out center are a small black book and numerous small objects. Longdon selects an object and pockets it quickly,

replacing it with a similar tiny token. Then she examines the tiny black logbook for familiar names before using a tiny pen to

add her own name to the list. She replaces the log, closes it inside the larger book and slips it back into its space on the

shelf. Mission accomplished!

http://www.flickr.com/photos/lollyknit/ / CC BY-NC 2.0

Our Ms. Longdon (with a nod to Dan Brown) has just located the geocache at Shoshone Public Library. Geocaching is

increasingly a popular pastime in Idaho, and the Shoshone library’s registered geocache is one of over eight thousand
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Idaho caches. Shoshone librarian Pat Hamilton reports that she has sometimes found cachers waiting outside the library

doors first thing in the morning. Pat’s cache is named “Get a clue at your library,” and it’s one of fourteen caches within

five miles of Shoshone.

There are a variety of cache forms, but basically a cache is a hidden container with a logbook and some small “treasures”

inside. Although caches are forbidden by statute from some locations such as cemeteries and historical sites, they are

located in all sorts of rural and urban areas. Caches are described in a national registry and they are located using GPS

technology. In contrast to the recent inaccurate portrayal on Law & Order SVU, geocaching is a safe and pleasant hobby.

A more accurate and humorous example of geocaching is found in the YouTube teaser for an upcoming film called

Splinterheads.

It is easy to get started in geocaching. One begins by registering at: http://www.geocaching.com/. Then click on “Hide &

Seek a Cache” to search for caches near your library or elsewhere around the world. For a quick overview of hardware &

software possibilities, try another YouTube video by Derrick Perrin called, “Geocaching, Lets Go Caching – 0001.”

There’s also a weekly podcast on caching.

A related activity is called “Letterboxing.” In this activity, caches

contain rubber stamps, a logbook, and often a stamp pad.

Participants, called “Finders,” record the letterbox’s stamp in their

own log book, and add their personal stamp in the letterbox’s

logbook. The stamps can be garden-variety commercial rubber

stamps, but they are often unique, hand-carved stamps.

Letterboxing North America reports that there are over 20,000

letterboxes hidden in North America, with over 400 in Idaho. The

website’s “Getting Started” page is extremely helpful, and a book,

The Letterboxer’s Companion by Randy Hall is another aid for

beginning letterboxers.

A third GPS-based hobby is called Waymarking. There are

approximately 100 waymarks in Idaho or within 100 miles of Idaho, and over two hundred thousand locations have been

waymarked worldwide. A good description of waymarking appeared recently in the Groundspeak Portal website forums.

As OmegaLimit put it, “As for 'getting' waymarking, as someone new to the hobby, I tend to think of geocaching as

'Indiana Jones' while waymarking is 'Lewis and Clark.' In geocaching, you want to get the treasure (before everybody else).

With waymarking, you want to share what you have found (even though it has been known for years). I have found the

latter more appealing.”

The central website for waymarking is Waymarking.com. A tiny “Let’s get started” button is located in the upper

right-hand corner of the home page. Waymarking differs from Geocaching and Letterboxing in that participants sort the

locations into categories.

Participants in geocaching, letterboxing, and waymarking will (with some exceptions) need GPS capability. Waymarkers

will also want to use a digital camera. Handheld GPS devices are available for sale at sporting goods stores, or online. In

addition, many cell phones now contain GPS apps.

Library participation in all of these GPS-based activities is a low-cost opportunity to draw in new community members. And,

once established, library geocaches, letterboxes and interior feature waymarks require hardly any maintenance.

Will a geocache lead new patrons into your library? Your results may vary, but it seems to be working for Shoshone. Tbbq

yhpx!

 

Ruth Funabiki is Head of Technical Services at the University of Idaho Law Library.
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Reviewed by Gloria Ray

New Poets | Short Books | Volume III

Lost Horse Press New Poets Series (Ed. Marvin Bell)

Sandpoint, Idaho: Lost Horse Press, 2009

978-0-9800289-2-8, paperback

74 pages, $16.95

Lost Horse Press is a non-profit publisher of literary prose and poetry located

near Sandpoint, Idaho. Their New Poets Series is edited by Marvin Bell, the

distinguished author of many volumes of poetry and prose, Iowa’s first Poet

Laureate, teacher for almost 40 years at the Iowa Writers’ Workshop, and now

on the faculty at Pacific University in Oregon.  This third volume in the series

features three poets who deserve greater exposure: Emily Bobo, Joel Craig and

Jennifer Lingafelter. The three writers chosen for this volume put to work Bell’s

introductory comment, “Nothing better illustrates the American character than

the individualism inherent in art.”  These are poets who, in Bell’s words, “push

the envelope to express what matters.”

Emily Bobo introduces her poem, Fugue, with both the term's musical and

psychological definitions. Bobo’s fugue is the progress of estrangement between the “recovering musician” and her piano.

Bobo evokes empathy for her musician as the voices of musician, piano, mother, teacher and lover interplay, moving the

poem to its resolution. But is anything ever completely resolved? The coda reveals a spore searching for “some tangled

dysfunction to hold onto or lose itself in.” This Indiana poet’s language is thoughtful and the images resonate with the

reader.

The second segment, Shine Tomorrow, is by Iowa-born Chicago resident, Joel Craig, who wishes each poem to “breathe

for itself.” His poetry entwines contemporary society and politics with the individual experience. In “Rational Irrational” he

illustrates the involvement of the personal with the political through lines such as:

Add what extent do you feel it is justifiable

for someone else to control your personal behavior

if it contributes to the public benefit?

Add I have questions in one pocket & secrets in the other.

Add I’ve got nothing to hide.

Craig’s poems also speak of interpersonal and domestic relationships and provide many statements to ponder. His forms

are innovative and his poetry full of small surprises.

Amy Lingafelter, a school librarian, contributes the third segment, Return of the Fist.  Her nine poems are unique and full of

language surprising to the reader, who assumes the commonplace in a phrase before the sly alternative pops into

consciousness.  Because I read these poems during August harvest time, “The Summer I started Pickling Things” was an
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immediate favorite.  Imagine pickling a Volkswagen, a cell phone or Shame!

I look forward to reading more from these poets, whose lines merit further contemplation and re-reading.  This poetry is

accessible to all ages and would be enjoyed by teens on up, a good stimulus to one’s personal creativity and a good

choice for public libraries. Thanks are due to Lost Horse Press for this series as well as its other publications.  Press

owner Christine Holbert promotes literary events in Sandpoint and our library especially appreciates her work organizing

our local young writer’s workshops.

Gloria Ray is an administrative librarian at the Sandpoint branch of the East Bonner County Public Library District.

The Idaho Librarian is a publication of the Idaho Library Association.
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Just a few weeks ago, librarians from all over the state of Idaho converged on the little town of Burley for the Idaho Library

Association Annual Conference. For two days, hundreds of us rubbed shoulders and enjoyed workshops on everything

from gaming to consumer health. We shared practical and theoretical advice, heard authors discuss their craft, and

enjoyed a trip to historic Oakley. But what was truly unique about this conference was that, for the first time, the workshops

were not divided into tracks by library type. Instead, they were organized by those topics and issues that apply to every

library: How-to, Hands-on; Children and Young Adult Services; Technology; Adult Programming; and Leadership, Grants,

etc. Librarians and professional staff of all “types” learned about and discussed the shared issues that touch us all,

regardless of the type of library in which we work.

That’s a point that should give us all pause. Too often we compartmentalize ourselves into library categories, allowing our

job descriptions to box us in. Public, school, special, or academic, we’ll all accomplish more if we focus on the fact that

we’re all in libraries. Just like this year’s ILA conference, we need to break down those barriers by taking the modifier off

our titles and see ourselves as librarians (MLS or not) who have much more in common than we have differences:

Economically, all of us are dealing with shrinking budgets at a time when the costs of resources and technology are

increasing;

We are all juggling to meet the needs of our increasing numbers of patrons during the current economic downturn.

In a society increasingly polarized by differing ideologies, we are all responsible for combating book challenges and

protecting our patrons’ intellectual freedom;

The Information Age continues to bring us new technologies and formats, making our roles as information literacy

advocates and educators ever more important;

Impending retirements, coupled with a shortage of qualified new librarians, will present staffing and workload

problems for the foreseeable future;

Across library boundaries, we all share the challenges relative to our particular roles—those in reference struggle

with difficult patrons, catalogers strive to improve challenging systems, etc.

We are all facing the challenge of finding creative solutions to new issues in our field, and to constantly reinvent ourselves

and our libraries as we struggle to stay relevant in a rapidly changing world. To borrow a well-worn and apt metaphor:

we’re all in the same boat. And rather than attempting to row each in our own direction, we need—now more than ever—to

work together in pursuit of our common goals, and to focus on our commonalities at a time when unity of purpose and

pooling of resources is imperative.

So no matter whether we work in a public or an academic library; whether we ply our trade in Post Falls or Idaho Falls;

whether our libraries are connected to a corporation or school district; whether we work with staffs of dozens or staffs of

one; no matter whether rural or urban, online or offline, scholars or citizens, we are connected by issues that concern us

all. Necessity will force us to deal with the unique situations that come up in our separate spheres, but only an active

decision to take the opportunity to work together on common problems by sharing ideas, knowledge, and experience will

allow us to tap into a wealth of knowledge and experience that will make us all better. To paraphrase another time-worn

adage: a rising tide of cooperation will lift all of our boats, be they academic, public, special, or school. We are not alone,
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and we need not feel that we are. Connectivity and communication are the hallmarks of our age: let’s make use of them.

That is the spirit behind The Idaho Librarian. Our goal is to provide an open and welcoming forum for all Idaho libraries,

librarians, staff, and library users regardless of library type, job title, degree, geography, or any of the variety of other

characteristics we use to separate ourselves. This publication – a hybrid combination of news, feature articles, and

scholarly (refereed) articles – is here to bring us together. The Idaho Librarian Editorial Board is composed of people from

a variety of locations and libraries throughout Idaho, and our primary goal is to ensure that every voice of Idaho’s libraries

has a place to be heard.

What about you? Has your voice been heard? Your contributions, feedback, and ideas are welcome at any time. Want to

go further? Volunteer for The Idaho Librarian Editorial Board. For more information, please contact the Editor.

The Idaho Librarian is a publication of the Idaho Library Association.
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